Phase-shifted helical long-period fiber grating and its characterization by using the microscopic imaging method.
We demonstrate a simple and robust method to write a phase-shifted helical long-period fiber grating (HLPG), where an equivalent phase-shift is formed by changing the local period of the grating during the fabrication process. Furthermore, we propose and demonstrate a simple method to characterize the phase-shift formed in a HLPG, which is realized by directly analyzing the imaging pattern of the fabricated HLPG using a stereo microscope under a white light illumination. Unlike the previous methods which are indirectly realized either by measuring the transmission spectrum of the fabricated HLPG or by analyzing the differential interference contrast (DIC) microscopic images of the fabricated HLPG, the proposed method can be used to well estimate the grating period as well as the phase-shift inserted in the HLPG in situ, which could considerably facilitate the fabrication technique of the HLPG by using CO<sub>2</sub> laser.